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Quick Scan Aspect Key
The longer the bar, the slower the aspecting planet and the longer the aspect's duration.

¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ § ¨ © À ¬ 

01 Mar ¡ Ä § 09:53 am GSD Tran-Tran 09Ò˜54' 
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you 
feel, but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be 
mutually reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, 
perhaps not very showy.

01 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 11:53 am GSD Tran-Tran 10Ò˜56' 
Today's accomplishments have a confident feel where what you do matches what you feel 
and results down the line will move well accordingly. Contacts made now will serve you 
well, and you won't have to look back with suspicion or regret. If it feels right, it probably is, 
so put your best foot forward and follow through.

01 Mar ¡ Ã ¦ 12:41 pm GSD Tran-Tran 11Ò˜20' 
Rip tides of emotion swing and sway today, so make sure you don't get carried away in 
the undertow. The surroundings are turbulent but highly positive, so in order to pick up on 
them you may have to tighten your focus -- be ready to hop on board as the train rushes 
past. When it's over, it leaves everyone breathless.

01 Mar ¡ Ä £ 03:19 pm GSD Tran-Tran 12Ò˜40' 
Today is a good time to express your feelings with conviction, knowing that there will be 
response in kind. Situations that arise now will have lasting clarity and a quality of self-
reinvention as they move along, as head and heart are on the same page and will tend to 
remain that way.

01 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 04:08 pm GSD Tran-Tran 13Ò˜05' 
Feelings and actions at cross-purposes make this day's blank slate one that you might not 
want to write much on, but just write it off. Under any circumstances, don't be hasty, and 
try not to repeat yourself too many times because you didn't hit the mark with the first shot. 
Accept uncertainty, and certainty will arrive soon enough.

01 Mar ¢ Æ ¦ 11:16 pm GSD Tran-Tran 11Òœ24' 
Modest plans succeed as long as no one rocks the boat, and that's the working formula for 
now. It's a good time to notice that you can get as far with many small coordinated steps 
as you can with great leaps forward. Once things are humming, operations take care of 
themselves and mileage increases.

02 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 00:10 am GSD Tran-Tran 17Ò˜10' 
Watch out for conflicting goals and energy-wasting diminishing returns today. What may 
seem like deceit could be just mixed emotions, or vice versa. Rather than jump into a 
stewpot, let it boil a bit and see if it simmers down. When all get more certain of what they 
want, it will be easier to move in concert together.

02 Mar ¡ Ã ¨ 04:54 am GSD Tran-Tran 19Ò˜36' 
Moods swing erratically and otherwise stable situations may suddenly fall apart when you 
least expect it, so whatever you are doing make sure you have a couple of backup plans 
just in case. Don't return harshness in kind, as it is only passing and now is not the time to 
make or take offense. Choppy waters.
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02 Mar ¡ Ä © 06:48 pm GSD Tran-Tran 26Ò˜47' 
It's a good day for getting across those hard-to-express feelings without actually having to 
put them into words. Intuitive antennae are up today and everyone's getting good 
reception. Projects that involved instinct or imagination are favored, time to go with your 
gut level guidelines.

03 Mar ¡ Â ™ 00:57 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò™00' 
The first reaction all around is a good laugh, especially when people are surprised by the 
open truth. For the next couple of days, honesty is a pleasure and has crowd appeal, too, 
so don't be afraid to speak out without taking yourself too seriously. Big ideas are favored, 
but may be slim on details.

03 Mar ¡ Æ À 03:21 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò™15' 
A sense of easy power without display makes working behind the scenes easier and 
waiting for rewards more profitable. If you know you're going to win, you needn't show it, 
and all kinds of competition and conflict is avoided. That goes for the rest of the world, too -
- win-win is definitely the way to go.

03 Mar ¡ Å § 08:13 pm GSD Tran-Tran 10Ò™12' 
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop 
it -- don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any 
negativity you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just 
a bit longer to start your engine.

04 Mar ¤ Å ¨ 00:18 am GSD Tran-Tran 19Ò›39' 
One experiment leads to another, and the further you push your tastes, the less they seem 
to satisfy. In general, situations arising today can lead to pushing the envelope of desire 
without getting the satisfaction everyone is looking for. If you can't seem to get what you 
want, you may actually be happier with simpler fare.

04 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 02:25 am GSD Tran-Tran 13Ò™32' 
Uncertainty and shifting grounds can mark the day's outcomes, and confidence may 
retreat in the face of a challenge. Confrontation is the wrong game to play, but pulling out 
entirely is equally unsuitable. Make judicious compromise now and the resulting situation 
will improve, but don't chase diminishing returns.

04 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 05:13 am GSD Tran-Tran 15Ò™03' 
A firm, easy gait marks the day if you let the energy around you carry you along without 
questioning it too much. That will be the general spirit of things, and if you join in it can get 
you into situations with staying power that do not need extra energy to sustain long-term. 
Let the general pace set yours.

04 Mar ¡ Å £ 10:41 am GSD Tran-Tran 18Ò™02' 
This is probably a good time for all parties to back off a bit and make sure that what looks 
like a great idea isn't actually a hidden misunderstanding. What feels right may be 
impractical or misleading, so a second look is in order to avoid having to reposition later. 
Don't believe all you hear, or all you say.

04 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 03:02 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò™25' 
It's a good day for agreements and generally patting each other on the back -- or, maybe, 
for scratching each other's backs. It will be easy to see eye-to-eye, and shared goals and 
feelings can be put into action to bring later results. Mutual investment, mutual trust, and 
relaxed progress are all in the atmosphere.
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05 Mar ¡ Å © 02:42 am GSD Tran-Tran 26Ò™53' 
Mirages may pop up at any time, even if you're not in the desert. Feelings and internal 
visions can get muddled, and emotional miscommunication, either unintended or on 
purpose, may get in the way. Misentanglements can snowball, so be ready to cut loose 
and try again later. Avoid long-term commitments.

05 Mar £ Æ ¨ 07:24 am GSD Tran-Tran 19Òœ42' 
The wellsprings of the mind are, like water, often taken for granted. When ideas flow fresh 
from the tap, one assumes they are always there, as at this moment. Launch it now and 
that will likely always be the case, but a look inside the mechanics of your everyday 
creativity might help you drink when wells run dry.

05 Mar ¡ Â š 08:17 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Òš00' 
Everybody is into getting down to business for a couple of days, though that may not 
guarantee any business gets done. It's all about the proper attitude, however, so be 
cautious how you let your hair down, lest you be thought too frivolous. Showing all your 
feelings isn't the happening thing, for the moment, so tuck it in and toe the line.

06 Mar ¡ Æ § 02:39 am GSD Tran-Tran 10Òš29' 
The general air today is, let's say, overcast but not unpleasant. Take advantage of the 
relatively stable-but-cool emotional environment to mend fences, solidify old friendships, 
and give a pat on the back. Faint praise is probably sufficient, as going overboard looks 
suspect. Err on the safe side, others will do the same.

06 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 05:32 am GSD Tran-Tran 12Òš09' 
Emotional tides are strong and upbeat, and all you have to do is ride them as if you were 
born to sail. Foundations laid today will be firm and supportive and continue to evolve that 
way. Feelings of friendship abound and it's easy to see the good side of anyone -- just 
remember there may be other sides, too.

06 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 12:03 pm GSD Tran-Tran 15Òš57' 
Taking it easy and letting things happen will let opportunities continue to grow that are 
already underway. Situations beginning now will be cooperative and helpful to you as they 
progress. A general atmosphere of getting along together prevails and will continue to if 
you just go with the flow.

06 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 06:30 pm GSD Tran-Tran 19Òš44' 
This is a great day for bounding into unexplored territory, and you will find others are doing 
the same. Inventiveness and originality are favored, as are projects and personal 
involvements which partake of them. If you haven't tried it, now's the time, whatever "it" 
may be. Open your eyes, listen up, try a taste.

06 Mar ¡ Æ £ 11:56 pm GSD Tran-Tran 22Òš58' 
If things seem to be running smoothly around you, they are, so let them. Clear 
understandings established now will have legs and serve you well as long as you don't 
push them. Staying on the conservative side and reconfirming old patterns has more 
potential than trying to emotionally break the mold.

07 Mar ¡ Æ © 06:37 am GSD Tran-Tran 26Òš57' 
Words may convey a bit more emotional meaning than usual, as under-the-radar 
communication makes inner messages clear. Spiritual deeds are done without a second 
thought and life as usual has a certain glow. Filling out earlier-imagined schemes pays off 
and keeping good company comes with ease.
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07 Mar ¡ Â › 11:40 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò›00' 
Being all things to all people is what it's about for the next few days, which can cramp 
those with a one-on-one heart-to-heart style. Cool sincerity is in the air, and lukewarm may 
be mistaken for (or preferred to) hot. A great time for negotiations, but you may want to put 
off headlong passion until there's more fuel for the flame.

07 Mar ¡ Â À 01:56 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò›22' 
Suppressed feelings can be transformed into compulsive actions all around, so it may be a 
good time to question motives, both your own and others'. If you just have to do or say it, 
perhaps you shouldn't. Force plays are favored, just make sure you're not on the wrong 
end of one. Think deep before you push hard.

08 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 08:09 am GSD Tran-Tran 12Ò›32' 
It's easy for everyone to get too wound up in their feelings and you could find yourself 
chasing your tail in circles until you fall down. Even if you think you've got a big one on the 
hook, cut your line if it takes too long to reel him in. Diminishing returns can tire everyone 
out, turn hope to disappointment, so avoid them.

08 Mar ¡ Â ¥ 05:52 pm GSD Tran-Tran 18Ò›34' 
Rash moves, overblown feelings, emotional conflict, and anger can be lurking around the 
corner, so today's a good day to take it easy and not push, or be pushed, too far. Similarly, 
don't let high energy push you in where angels fear to tread -- overconfidence can get you 
into hot water. Count to ten, then go ahead.

08 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 07:52 pm GSD Tran-Tran 19Ò›49' 
Dogfights and catfights may be happening almost anywhere, so make it a point not to join 
in. Simply agree to disagree and move on, as it's easy to get caught up in pointless rows. 
Projects and relationships begun now will also tend to fall into disarray, so back off a bit 
until you can take a second look.

09 Mar £ Â © 02:07 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Òœ01' 
A mist upon the mind makes ordinary clarity just history for the time being, but the 
numinous clarity of dreams is at your beck and call. If you can envision it, you can express 
it, so keep a journal by your bedside. Don't expect things to make sense right away, but in 
retrospect it will shine like a firefly in the dark.

09 Mar ¡ Â ¤ 05:57 am GSD Tran-Tran 26Ò›08' 
Charm abounds and an atmosphere of love and desire allows for all sorts of pleasantries 
and can provide the foundations of lots more like it to come, if you go for it now. Directions 
begun today can be the start of great friendships, beautiful handiworks, and achievements 
that bring both wealth and love.

09 Mar ¡ Â œ 12:05 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Òœ00' 
Shifting sands of feeling abound for a few days, which make hard decisions difficult but 
ferreting out intuitive revelation easy. You won't find so much hard commitment going 
around, but the soft underbelly of hidden feelings and backdoor admissions are open to 
the touch. Probe gently, find the waiting pulse.

10 Mar ¡ Â § 05:24 am GSD Tran-Tran 10Òœ59' 
The emotional waters are a bit on the cool side today and if you encounter the cold 
shoulder, don't be surprised. Put a toe in the water before you jump in or you might run 
into the big chill. People taking themselves too seriously abound, so try not to be one of 
them. Take it all with a grain of salt instead.
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10 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 08:26 am GSD Tran-Tran 12Òœ54' 
Good feelings may be taken for granted today, so you might go out of your way to 
appreciate them. Positive elements today are the little things in life, so invest in the small 
for the long haul and you'll be sure of a return. Look to get dividends, not a big turnover, 
and you'll be right in the flow as they grow.

10 Mar ¥ Å ¨ 09:56 am GSD Tran-Tran 19Ò›52' 
Sparks fly as honing in on issues gets problematical and irritation makes for rough 
handling. Mistakes born of haste are not easily corrected and repeated efforts are best 
marked off to experience. Itchy and edgy, the mood is unsettled and it's not the best time 
for laying down foundations where steadiness is required.

10 Mar ¢ Æ ¨ 10:01 am GSD Tran-Tran 19Òœ52' 
Sometimes you can see just as well with a flashlight as with a floodlight, especially if you 
are examining something small. The simplest solutions are often the most ingenious, and 
it's the household gadget that makes most inventors rich. Small and clever is the order of 
the day, and it has staying power.

10 Mar £ Â ‘ 03:04 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò‘00' 
Everybody's going to be quick-witted for a few weeks, or at least will be giving it a try, 
which means foot-in-mouth syndrome escalates, as people speak before they think. 
Nevertheless, there's a sharpening of minds that cuts waste and makes for rapid-fire 
unfoldment of ideas. Follow-through after the onrush will be the challenge.

10 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 07:24 pm GSD Tran-Tran 19Òœ53' 
A good day for small adventures, but don't push it into weirdness. New tastes and 
experiences are easy to come upon and, once tried, may stick with you for a longtime. 
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, but don't sell the farm on a hunch. The environment is 
volatile but not threatening, sort of a gently bouncing ride.

10 Mar ¡ Â ¢ 08:02 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Òœ17' 
New Moon in Pisces
To focus your mind, you must empty it first - if you can't do that, you'll never line up the 
sights. The compelling urgency right now is to take your attention away from the details 
and let the white noise take over until something materializes in the midst of it, a new 
figure stepping out of the mist. The challenge is to let go of the safety of the boat and swim,
follow the swirls of the current until you feel the change in the waters around you, sense 
the nearness of the shore, and then direct your stroke to the sound of the waves on the 
beach. The courage is in knowing there will be a resolution when there isn't yet one.

11 Mar ¡ Â © 06:47 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Òœ06' 
A dreamy state of affairs marks the surroundings and it may be difficult to pin things down 
or get anyone else to, either. Fantasy is favored, along with speculation, hopefulness, and 
prayer. Anything you try to formalize won't stay that way, so it's a better day for 
imagination than concrete efforts.

11 Mar £ Æ À 09:19 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò‘28' 
Tuning in to the Force can be easier than you think -- you might be doing it right now. 
When you work in sure knowledge, it works through you. Thus, what you take for granted 
is your very support structure. Foundations laid now will have that subtle support that 
protects without any armor at all.

11 Mar ¡ Â ‘ 11:20 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò‘00' 
Events pick up pace for the next couple of days. The early bird definitely gets the worm, so 
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if you're in competition, get your bid in first. The challenge is to be quick, yet avoid being 
premature so you don't have to do it all over again down the line. Nevertheless, it can be a 
fresh breeze all around, awake with energy.

11 Mar ¡ Æ À 01:39 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò‘28' 
A sense of easy power without display makes working behind the scenes easier and 
waiting for rewards more profitable. If you know you're going to win, you needn't show it, 
and all kinds of competition and conflict is avoided. That goes for the rest of the world, too -
- win-win is definitely the way to go.

11 Mar ¡ Â £ 02:16 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò‘51' 
Time to be quick and make smart deals as the intellectual pace around you quickens. 
Where you can put emotions into words, you will be at the top of the heap, as that's going 
to be the way to connect and build on your connections right now. Feelings get aired and a 
greater sense of control and satisfaction results.

12 Mar ¤ Â œ 08:51 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Òœ00' 
The more ethereal the better for a few weeks, and if you can't quite put your finger on it, 
that's just what everybody wants. The elusive, mysterious, and hard to get or understand 
are what's on the general menu, though satisfaction may be hard to find afterward. But just 
the right taste could lead straight to heaven.

12 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 10:09 pm GSD Tran-Tran 21Ò‘49' 
A firm, easy gait marks the day if you let the energy around you carry you along without 
questioning it too much. That will be the general spirit of things, and if you join in it can get 
you into situations with staying power that do not need extra energy to sustain long-term. 
Let the general pace set yours.

13 Mar ¡ Â ’ 11:29 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò’00' 
The next couple of days can be solid launching ground for anything you choose to embark 
upon, especially if it's down to earth to begin with. The time to be hasty or flighty has flown,
the atmosphere favors practical beauty, the grace of being in touch with nature itself. 
Simplicity works, traditional fare is ever elegant.

13 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 01:57 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò’30' 
It's a good day for agreements and generally patting each other on the back -- or, maybe, 
for scratching each other's backs. It will be easy to see eye-to-eye, and shared goals and 
feelings can be put into action to bring later results. Mutual investment, mutual trust, and 
relaxed progress are all in the atmosphere.

13 Mar ¡ Å À 01:58 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò’31' 
Skullduggery may be afoot, and, at any rate, those out for their own ends at all costs are 
to be avoided. And, avoid being one yourself. The inclination to beat a dead horse and use 
repeated force to no avail is really self-defeating, although tempting. When in doubt, back 
off and let others waste their efforts.

14 Mar ¡ Æ § 06:31 am GSD Tran-Tran 11Ò’28' 
The general air today is, let's say, overcast but not unpleasant. Take advantage of the 
relatively stable-but-cool emotional environment to mend fences, solidify old friendships, 
and give a pat on the back. Faint praise is probably sufficient, as going overboard looks 
suspect. Err on the safe side, others will do the same.

14 Mar ¡ Â ¦ 10:13 am GSD Tran-Tran 13Ò’40' 
This most fruitful day has the potential to give birth to all kinds of positive ideas and 
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feelings -- or simply to give birth, literally. Emotions burst out into laughter or song, 
playfulness abounds, and there can seem like there is no limit to what's out there for you. 
Take the ball and run with it now and you'll go far.

14 Mar ¡ Â ¨ 09:01 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò’02' 
Unstable currents abound in the world's affairs and sudden outbursts can be expected -- 
be they temper fits, sudden annoyances, or cries of "Eureka!" Surprises that startle, 
realizations that turn you around, and new emotional experiments all are going on. Good 
for adventure, just keep your eye out.

15 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 03:01 am GSD Tran-Tran 23Ò’32' 
Feelings and actions at cross-purposes make this day's blank slate one that you might not 
want to write much on, but just write it off. Under any circumstances, don't be hasty, and 
try not to repeat yourself too many times because you didn't hit the mark with the first shot. 
Accept uncertainty, and certainty will arrive soon enough.

15 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 04:57 am GSD Tran-Tran 24Ò’39' 
Taking it easy and letting things happen will let opportunities continue to grow that are 
already underway. Situations beginning now will be cooperative and helpful to you as they 
progress. A general atmosphere of getting along together prevails and will continue to if 
you just go with the flow.

15 Mar ¡ Æ © 09:30 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò’16' 
Words may convey a bit more emotional meaning than usual, as under-the-radar 
communication makes inner messages clear. Spiritual deeds are done without a second 
thought and life as usual has a certain glow. Filling out earlier-imagined schemes pays off 
and keeping good company comes with ease.

15 Mar ¡ Â “ 02:16 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò“00' 
Words abound and messages fly for the next couple of days, when talk will be cheap but 
follow-through may not be. It's a good time for making new contacts and developing old 
ones, and for putting your finger on feelings that have been waiting the right kind of 
expression. Say what you mean, but don't be afraid to change it, refine it, on the fly.

15 Mar ¡ Ä À 05:00 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò“33' 
A sure confidence that all will be well, whatever happens, fills the air, and faith in yourself 
and others is exactly what will make that come true. A great day for starting things that 
require sustained confidence and follow-through. Mutual assurance breeds conviction and 
a platform for all to share.

15 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 10:00 pm GSD Tran-Tran 04Ò“23' 
Watch out for conflicting goals and energy-wasting diminishing returns today. What may 
seem like deceit could be just mixed emotions, or vice versa. Rather than jump into a 
stewpot, let it boil a bit and see if it simmers down. When all get more certain of what they 
want, it will be easier to move in concert together.

16 Mar ¡ Æ £ 09:11 am GSD Tran-Tran 10Ò“40' 
If things seem to be running smoothly around you, they are, so let them. Clear 
understandings established now will have legs and serve you well as long as you don't 
push them. Staying on the conservative side and reconfirming old patterns has more 
potential than trying to emotionally break the mold.

16 Mar ¡ Å § 11:06 am GSD Tran-Tran 11Ò“44' 
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop 
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it -- don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any 
negativity you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just 
a bit longer to start your engine.

17 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 12:03 pm GSD Tran-Tran 25Ò“22' 
Today has strength and energy written all over it - a good time for a power breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner and getting down to brass tacks on deals you want to see really pick up 
speed. Or a good time for just getting out there and getting physical. A strong stride 
established today will take you all the way to the finish line.

17 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 03:11 pm GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò“04' 
Uncertainty and shifting grounds can mark the day's outcomes, and confidence may 
retreat in the face of a challenge. Confrontation is the wrong game to play, but pulling out 
entirely is equally unsuitable. Make judicious compromise now and the resulting situation 
will improve, but don't chase diminishing returns.

17 Mar ¡ Å © 03:43 pm GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò“21' 
Mirages may pop up at any time, even if you're not in the desert. Feelings and internal 
visions can get muddled, and emotional miscommunication, either unintended or on 
purpose, may get in the way. Misentanglements can snowball, so be ready to cut loose 
and try again later. Avoid long-term commitments.

17 Mar ¡ Â ” 08:41 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò”00' 
Expect feelings to get a little more intense for the next few days, particularly due to bottled-
up emotions that people are trying to keep a lid on. It's hard to say what you mean when 
there's so much expectation to deliver on every hand. Best to be utterly sincere but not 
say too much that might set off hidden nerves or be seen as space invasion.

17 Mar ¢ Â © 10:23 pm GSD Tran-Tran 27Òœ22' 
A dreamy atmosphere makes getting down to brass tacks difficult, so put that off to 
another day. On the other hand, the realm of the imagination opens up and connections to 
otherworldly things are close at hand. Connections and commitments made now have a 
haunting, spiritual quality that lingers in the back of the mind.

18 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 10:55 am GSD Tran-Tran 07Ò”32' 
Knowing what you want and moving on to procure it is the opportunity of the day, and 
what you fall into now may be just the chance you've been waiting for. Sharing goals and 
deciding to mutually go for it will be the best of all possible worlds for everybody, with a 
minimum of conflict resulting later.

18 Mar ¡ Ä § 07:29 pm GSD Tran-Tran 12Ò”01' 
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you 
feel, but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be 
mutually reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, 
perhaps not very showy.

19 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 00:25 am GSD Tran-Tran 14Ò”34' 
Good feelings may be taken for granted today, so you might go out of your way to 
appreciate them. Positive elements today are the little things in life, so invest in the small 
for the long haul and you'll be sure of a return. Look to get dividends, not a big turnover, 
and you'll be right in the flow as they grow.

19 Mar ¡ Å £ 01:29 am GSD Tran-Tran 15Ò”08' 
This is probably a good time for all parties to back off a bit and make sure that what looks 
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like a great idea isn't actually a hidden misunderstanding. What feels right may be 
impractical or misleading, so a second look is in order to avoid having to reposition later. 
Don't believe all you hear, or all you say.

19 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 11:20 am GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò”12' 
A good day for small adventures, but don't push it into weirdness. New tastes and 
experiences are easy to come upon and, once tried, may stick with you for a longtime. 
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, but don't sell the farm on a hunch. The environment is 
volatile but not threatening, sort of a gently bouncing ride.

20 Mar ¡ Ä © 01:30 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò”26' 
It's a good day for getting across those hard-to-express feelings without actually having to 
put them into words. Intuitive antennae are up today and everyone's getting good 
reception. Projects that involved instinct or imagination are favored, time to go with your 
gut level guidelines.

20 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 05:53 am GSD Tran-Tran 29Ò”40' 
Today's accomplishments have a confident feel where what you do matches what you feel 
and results down the line will move well accordingly. Contacts made now will serve you 
well, and you won't have to look back with suspicion or regret. If it feels right, it probably is, 
so put your best foot forward and follow through.

20 Mar ¡ Â • 06:33 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò•00' 
Creative and uncensored feelings can make for an almost party atmosphere if you follow 
the flow and avoid the usual impediments for the next couple of days. The world is looking 
for a lover, and you can put yourself into that picture however you choose. Make a 
breakout, or just let the rising tide carry you along.

20 Mar ¡ Ã À 09:49 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò•39' 
Stop-and-go feelings make headway a tough go, with breakthroughs only after a mighty 
push. Although it's in the air, it's not necessary -- when it's time to push, just don't. Wait, 
and the barrier will go away. Nevertheless, it's not an uninterrupted journey, but nothing a 
little patience will not see you through.

20 Mar ¢ Â ‘ 02:07 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò‘00' 
There's a fairly sudden shift of energy as a month of urgency begins, painting a patina of 
action and purpose on a previously passive environmental palette. Patience and gestation 
won't do anymore, time to get up and go - but exactly where to may be the puzzle. 
Preventing premature detonation while delivering a timely bombshell is the challenge of 
the month ahead.

21 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 12:35 pm GSD Tran-Tran 15Ò•04' 
It's easy for everyone to get too wound up in their feelings and you could find yourself 
chasing your tail in circles until you fall down. Even if you think you've got a big one on the 
hook, cut your line if it takes too long to reel him in. Diminishing returns can tire everyone 
out, turn hope to disappointment, so avoid them.

21 Mar ¡ Ä £ 08:58 pm GSD Tran-Tran 19Ò•14' 
Today is a good time to express your feelings with conviction, knowing that there will be 
response in kind. Situations that arise now will have lasting clarity and a quality of self-
reinvention as they move along, as head and heart are on the same page and will tend to 
remain that way.

21 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 11:07 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò•19' 
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Dogfights and catfights may be happening almost anywhere, so make it a point not to join 
in. Simply agree to disagree and move on, as it's easy to get caught up in pointless rows. 
Projects and relationships begun now will also tend to fall into disarray, so back off a bit 
until you can take a second look.

22 Mar ¢ Æ À 06:59 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò‘41' 
Quiet self-confidence allows forward motion without interference and without making 
waves. If you look like you know where you're going, the crowd will part to let you pass. 
Commitments or relationships begun now will share that enduring quality and make it 
easily through the storms of life and into the sunshine.

22 Mar ¤ Â § 10:10 am GSD Tran-Tran 12Òœ27' 
Beauty on a budget takes its lessons from bygone days when folks were less wasteful and 
more resourceful. Clean lines, conservative colors, and classic sensibility paint the picture 
of what succeeds best right now. Love grows more intense when it is brought into tight 
focus, and simple altars best praise the gods.

22 Mar ¡ Ã ¥ 05:35 pm GSD Tran-Tran 29Ò•26' 
Seesaw emotions with energies running high make for choppy waters today, so avoid 
hasty choices or impulse buying. If tempers flare, just don't go there, spare yourself and 
others the hassle. Commitments made now will tend to partake of this atmosphere, so 
have the patience to wait a little before moving ahead.

22 Mar ¡ Â – 06:42 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò–00' 
If you regularly pick up each stitch, you won't be tripped up over the next few days. If not, 
watch out for entanglements in small print and minor details that suddenly loom larger if 
you overlook them. The feeling of a job well done awaits you, but only after you do it. If 
you're ahead of expectations, you'll have it locked up tight.

23 Mar ¥ Â œ 10:48 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Òœ00' 
A delicate, sensitive touch and a slow hand are the order of the day, and subtle 
movements are in demand. That may be partly due to confusion and hesitation, which 
aren't missing from the scene, but hopefully it is because people have their antennae up 
and are really listening before making a move. Feel your way with the rest, you could learn 
something.

23 Mar ¡ Ã § 08:18 pm GSD Tran-Tran 12Ò–37' 
The environment is running hot and cold today, and just as you think you're warming up to 
someone, they can suddenly turn negative. Similarly, projects undertaken today can turn 
out ambivalent and hobbled down the line, so wait, if you can, to make commitments. That,
in itself, is exactly what's in the air.

23 Mar ¡ Ã ¤ 11:55 pm GSD Tran-Tran 14Ò–23' 
Feelings and desires may tug and roil around you, and trying to cut an even balance may 
be a challenge. Today's beginnings may mature into tomorrow's turmoils, so don't fly off 
the handle and don't jump into something you're not sure of. Let the waters settle until 
tomorrow, then decide on it.

24 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 02:23 am GSD Tran-Tran 15Ò–36' 
Emotional tides are strong and upbeat, and all you have to do is ride them as if you were 
born to sail. Foundations laid today will be firm and supportive and continue to evolve that 
way. Feelings of friendship abound and it's easy to see the good side of anyone -- just 
remember there may be other sides, too.
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24 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 12:11 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò–25' 
This is a great day for bounding into unexplored territory, and you will find others are doing 
the same. Inventiveness and originality are favored, as are projects and personal 
involvements which partake of them. If you haven't tried it, now's the time, whatever "it" 
may be. Open your eyes, listen up, try a taste.

25 Mar ¡ Ã © 02:50 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò–38' 
As soon as the fog lifts, it's back again, and trying to steer a straight course will be hard for 
all, so double-check information and go slow to avoid collisions. Misunderstood and/or 
misstated feelings should be expected, so hurt feelings can be avoided. The ground is soft 
underfoot, so step cautiously.

25 Mar ¤ Æ ¦ 03:38 am GSD Tran-Tran 15Òœ49' 
There is an opulence in good taste that surpasses grandeur, and the key to satisfaction is 
not how much you have but what you do with it. Taking just what you need to feed your 
desires makes for a gentle spiral of growth and gratification. By making it just so, the 
afterglow of contentment lingers on.

25 Mar ¡ Â — 07:39 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò—00' 
Give and take are what's expected for the next couple of days, so expect to mix it up if 
you're going to make much headway. That doesn't mean conflict, just active participation 
and the willingness to change and be changed from moment to moment. It's what both 
love and war (and business) are made of, you choose the game, and the playing field.

25 Mar ¡ Ä À 11:11 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò—45' 
A sure confidence that all will be well, whatever happens, fills the air, and faith in yourself 
and others is exactly what will make that come true. A great day for starting things that 
require sustained confidence and follow-through. Mutual assurance breeds conviction and 
a platform for all to share.

25 Mar ¡ Ã ¢ 06:01 pm GSD Tran-Tran 05Ò—07' 
Full Moon in Libra
You may find this "Egg" full Moon may be about cleverly getting through relationship 
tussles without getting egg on your face. There's a whole lot of manipulation going on, and 
without much forethought gone into it, so don't be put off by thoughtless remarks, although 
you'll be glad to finally have a handle on where they're coming from. The urge to get 
involved and ask questions later is a challenge to meet and overcome, both from within 
and without. But the triumph of coming through gracefully, having honed your skills, is the 
reward you should be looking for. They'll owe you for this one, but gloat privately.

27 Mar ¡ Ã £ 10:10 am GSD Tran-Tran 25Ò—03' 
What is said and what is felt may not at all be the same today, so watch out for inner 
contradictions coming from those around you. Putting pen to paper may mean a rewrite 
down the line, so be careful what you sign, and intentions and reality may not be on the 
same page. A better time for winding things up than diving in.

27 Mar ¡ Â ˜ 08:04 pm GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò˜00' 
The plot thickens, or seems to, for the next few days, as an atmosphere of open intensity 
and perhaps hidden agendas raise passions and lower shades to facilitate what goes on 
behind closed doors. Shallow and breezy won't do, but when everybody's trying to play the 
heavy, take the melodrama with a grain of salt.

27 Mar ¡ Å À 11:38 pm GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò˜48' 
Skullduggery may be afoot, and, at any rate, those out for their own ends at all costs are 
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to be avoided. And, avoid being one yourself. The inclination to beat a dead horse and use 
repeated force to no avail is really self-defeating, although tempting. When in doubt, back 
off and let others waste their efforts.

28 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 03:20 am GSD Tran-Tran 03Ò˜39' 
Today has strength and energy written all over it - a good time for a power breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner and getting down to brass tacks on deals you want to see really pick up 
speed. Or a good time for just getting out there and getting physical. A strong stride 
established today will take you all the way to the finish line.

28 Mar ¡ Ä § 10:12 pm GSD Tran-Tran 13Ò˜12' 
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you 
feel, but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be 
mutually reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, 
perhaps not very showy.

29 Mar ¤ Æ ¨ 00:59 am GSD Tran-Tran 20Òœ37' 
You don't have to go crazy trying to discover new sensations. Sometimes the slightest 
variation in a time-honored recipe will turn things around with hardly any effort. Try a new 
ingredient, a new position, a new side road -- you'll be surprised what's just next door and 
around the corner, and who's doing it, too.

29 Mar ¡ Ã ¦ 05:00 am GSD Tran-Tran 16Ò˜40' 
Rip tides of emotion swing and sway today, so make sure you don't get carried away in 
the undertow. The surroundings are turbulent but highly positive, so in order to pick up on 
them you may have to tighten your focus -- be ready to hop on board as the train rushes 
past. When it's over, it leaves everyone breathless.

29 Mar ¡ Ã ¨ 12:47 pm GSD Tran-Tran 20Ò˜39' 
Moods swing erratically and otherwise stable situations may suddenly fall apart when you 
least expect it, so whatever you are doing make sure you have a couple of backup plans 
just in case. Don't return harshness in kind, as it is only passing and now is not the time to 
make or take offense. Choppy waters.

29 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 02:03 pm GSD Tran-Tran 21Ò˜18' 
Knowing what you want and moving on to procure it is the opportunity of the day, and 
what you fall into now may be just the chance you've been waiting for. Sharing goals and 
deciding to mutually go for it will be the best of all possible worlds for everybody, with a 
minimum of conflict resulting later.

30 Mar ¡ Ä © 02:41 am GSD Tran-Tran 27Ò˜49' 
It's a good day for getting across those hard-to-express feelings without actually having to 
put them into words. Intuitive antennae are up today and everyone's getting good 
reception. Projects that involved instinct or imagination are favored, time to go with your 
gut level guidelines.

30 Mar ¡ Â ™ 06:53 am GSD Tran-Tran 00Ò™00' 
The first reaction all around is a good laugh, especially when people are surprised by the 
open truth. For the next couple of days, honesty is a pleasure and has crowd appeal, too, 
so don't be afraid to speak out without taking yourself too seriously. Big ideas are favored, 
but may be slim on details.

30 Mar ¡ Æ À 10:24 am GSD Tran-Tran 01Ò™50' 
A sense of easy power without display makes working behind the scenes easier and 
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waiting for rewards more profitable. If you know you're going to win, you needn't show it, 
and all kinds of competition and conflict is avoided. That goes for the rest of the world, too -
- win-win is definitely the way to go.

30 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 05:44 pm GSD Tran-Tran 05Ò™40' 
Feelings and actions at cross-purposes make this day's blank slate one that you might not 
want to write much on, but just write it off. Under any circumstances, don't be hasty, and 
try not to repeat yourself too many times because you didn't hit the mark with the first shot. 
Accept uncertainty, and certainty will arrive soon enough.

31 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 02:46 am GSD Tran-Tran 10Ò™26' 
Today's accomplishments have a confident feel where what you do matches what you feel 
and results down the line will move well accordingly. Contacts made now will serve you 
well, and you won't have to look back with suspicion or regret. If it feels right, it probably is, 
so put your best foot forward and follow through.

31 Mar ¡ Å § 08:30 am GSD Tran-Tran 13Ò™28' 
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop 
it -- don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any 
negativity you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just 
a bit longer to start your engine.
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